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Market Size and Structure: Overview
Crushing, screening and pulverizing constitutes a small but important segment in the broader mining equipment market

Global Mining Equipment Market by Product
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Mining Equipment Market Size: Trends
Demand for mining equipment is closely correlated to the health of the mining industry, and subsequently the growth and
maintenance capex of mining companies
Global Mining Equipment Market (2016-2017)

In $ billion

YoY Growth:
xxx%

• Years of declining mining capex has had an adverse impact
on the mining equipment market, which was estimated to
be $xxx billion in 2016
• With expansion capex set to increase from 2017, the global
market for mining equipment is expected to grow by xxx% in
2017, before accelerating to a xxx% CAGR between 2017 and
2022
• Asia-Pacific remains a key market for equipment
manufacturers globally, accounting for almost half of the
global sales
• Surface mining equipment is anticipated to hold the largest
market share by 2017 with $xxx billion
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Global Opportunity in Mobile Crushers and Screeners
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• As the transportation cost is expected to increase in the
coming years, industry players are currently focusing on
mobile crushers and screeners in order to reduce
transportation costs and maximize productivity
• Rapid
urbanization
has
stimulated
infrastructure
development, particularly in developing economies in AsiaPacific, South America and Africa, and this has in turn fuelled
demand for crushers and screeners
• Asian countries such as China, India and Japan have emerged
as the leading markets for mobile crushers and screeners
with a market share of nearly xxx% in 2014

Source: Transparency Market Research
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Mining Equipment Market Size: North America and USA
The market progression of mining equipment market in the US, closely resembles the trends seen in the capex in the global
mining industry i.e. reached a high in 2012, followed by stagnating growth and subsequent decline
NAFTA Mining Equipment Demand by Country, 2014
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• Metal mining output, especially copper and iron ore grew
significantly in the US which resulted in a turnaround in
mining equipment sales during 2004-2014
• The mining equipment market grew at a CAGR of xxx% in
2004-2014 period; the last few years during this period
have been challenging for equipment manufacturers
though, with the decline in the mining industry resulting
in a contraction in market size from $xxx billion in 2013 to
$xxx billion in 2014
• As per Freedonia, the crushing, screening and pulverizing
segment accounted for xxx% of the mining equipment
market in the US in 2014, a slight increase over xxx%
market share in 2009

Source: Freedonia
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Industry Outlook
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Global Mining and Construction Equipment Industry Outlook
The global mining and construction equipment markets are forecast to grow at a CAGR of xxx% and xxx% respectively between
2016 and 2022, with the Asia-Pacific region playing a leading role in driving growth
Global Mining Equipment Market (2016-2022F)
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Global Construction Equipment Market (2016-2022F)
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• Worldwide, mining equipment sales was in downward
trajectory but is anticipated to recover in 2017
• The outlook of the equipment industry is closely inter-linked
with that of the broader mining industry, given the specific
nature of their application; resurgence in the mining industry
in developing countries in Asia-Pacific, Africa and Central and
South America are expected to sustain increased demand for
equipment
• Recovery in commodity prices, manufacturing output,
increased demand are expected to be other key drivers

xxx

2022

• The global infrastructure development is expected to
improve in the next five years, up from xxx% until 2016 to
reach $xxx trillion by 2021, with growth accelerating to an
average of xxx% annually
• There is a considerable amount of untapped potential in key
markets such as China, India, Australia, Vietnam, Indonesia
and Malaysia in the Asia-Pacific region which are expected to
offer significant growth and investment opportunities.
According to a report from Timetric's Construction
Intelligence (CIC), global construction output share by these
countries will rise to xxx% by 2021

Source: Allied Market Research; timetric; Whitecase
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Global Mining Industry Outlook (1/2)
There is a general consensus that the global mining industry is on the path to recovery, fuelled by an upward tick in commodity
prices and better financial health of mining majors, after several successive years of tepid performance
Commodity Price Forecasts (Rebased to 100 in 2015)
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• Following several years of weakening commodity prices, 2016 marked the beginning of a recovery cycle. Forecasts from the
World Bank and Macquarie seem to affirm this trend with commodity price appreciation picking up in 2017 and gathering
momentum over the short term
• Major commodity prices , barring Aluminium, is expected to appreciate in the medium term till 2022. According to World Bank
data, metal prices are poised to increase by 16% in 2017 which dropped nearly 7% in 2016
• Increasing coal and metal exploration activities in the Asia-Pacific region due to large scale infrastructure development makes
countries such India, China, Indonesia, Australia a hotspot for the mining sector
• On the supply side, earlier investment will propel the growth in overall metal supplies
Source: Macquarie Research; World Bank
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Early Indicators of Improvement in Outlook
Major mining and construction equipment manufacturers have started to improve their outlook as the overall business
environment starts recovering
Caterpillar lifts forecasts as sales view brightens

• Improved Chinese construction market helped Caterpillar stock stage a strong recovery in 2017. Its share price rose to US$3.75
from US$2.90 during Q1, 2017
• “Sales in Asia/Pacific were higher as a result of an increase in end-user demand, primarily in China, stemming from increased
government support for infrastructure and strong residential investment” Company Statement

Sandvik reports increase in profit benefiting from a rebound mining sector investment

• Sandvik, a Swedish mining equipment manufacturer, posted Q1 profit of SEK3.51 billion, up from consensus estimate of
SEK3.17 billion forecasted driven by higher commodity prices and a generally stronger global industrial demand
• Demand for products increased in markets like China, Europe and the United States where market have hit multi-year highs
in recent months

Metso’s service business activity increases, beats expectations

• Overall trading conditions are expected to be better than in 2016. Orders received and sales grew by 11% and 8%
respectively in Q1, 2017 compared to Q1, 2016
• “The somewhat brighter outlook in the mining industry is less visible in the equipment business, even though there is some
optimism in discussions with customers” Matti Kähkönen, President and CEO

Volvo Construction Equipment profit beats estimates on truck revenue jump

• Volvo posted growth in orders in truck segment up by 11% year-on-year vs forecast 7%; North America played a major role in
this segment
• Raised China construction equipment demand outlook; 20-30% growth is expected in 2017, up from the 5-15% range
predicted earlier

Joy Global turns the page to become Komatsu Mining

• Japan based Komatsu have acquired Joy Global for $3.7 billion to expand their mining business
• “This fiscal year we are seeing a stronger-than-expected demand in areas including China, the Russia region and Indonesia. In
China, there are many public works projects outside of Beijing, and housing investment is active in some of the major cities. In
the Russia region and Indonesia, demand from the coal mining industry is strong” Mikio Fujitsuka, EVP and Chief Financial
Officer

Source: FT; Reuters; Metso; CNBC; Nikkei
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Competitive Landscape
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Competitive Landscape: Highlights
Global diversified equipment manufacturers

Global mining equipment manufacturers

Leading capital goods manufacturing companies having a
broad product portfolio which includes crushes and screeners.
They cater to multiple industries including mining and
construction.

Leading manufacturers of equipment primarily catering to the
mining and construction industries. They have a global
presence.

Niche/Specialized manufacturers

Dealers and distributors

Specialised manufacturers with a narrow product portfolio that
primarily includes crushers, screeners and conveyers. These
are mostly local players with a regional presence.

Primarily, large dealers and distributors who supply crushers,
screeners and other related equipment. Can possibly be
interested in acquisition to access inventory and build service
capabilities.

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Global diversified equipment manufacturers
North America
Company

Description
Terex Corporation is a US based global manufacturer serving the construction, mining, energy, utilities and
infrastructure industries. It manufactures crushers, screens, conveyors, lifting and materials processing products. The
company has a revenue of $4.44 billion (2016)
Astec Industries is a US based global manufacturer serving the infrastructure, aggregate, mining, energy industries. It
manufactures crushers, screeners, feeders, washers etc. The company has a revenue of $1.14 billion (2016)
Caterpillar is a US based global leader that manufactures and distributes heavy equipment, engines worldwide for
mining, construction, marine, automotive industries. Product offering includes trucks, loaders, drills, excavators, dozers,
etc. It has a revenue of $38.5 billion (2016)

Asia Pacific
Company

Description
Komatsu, a Japan based manufacturing company with an annual revenue of ¥1,978.6 billion (2016), operates in
construction, mining, military and industrial equipment sector. Product range includes crushers, grinders, excavators,
battery haulers, conveyors etc.
Hitachi is a Japan based manufacturer of excavators and haulers for the mining and construction industry. The company
has a revenue of JPY9162.2 billion (2016)
Bradken is an Australian global equipment manufacturer for the mining, transport, mineral processing, power, oil and
gas, engineering industries. It manufactures crushers, breakers, grinding mills, etc. Bradken has an annual revenue of
$819 million (2016)

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Global diversified equipment manufacturers
Europe
Company

Description
Liebherr International AG, a Switzerland based company, manufactures and sells mining and construction machinery
worldwide. The company has an annual revenue of €9 billion (2016)
Metso, a Finnish industrial machinery company serving the mining, oil and gas, aggregates, recycling, paper industry
worldwide and has revenue of €2.58 billion (2016). Crushers, Screens, Grinders, Feeders are a few of their product
offerings
Weir Minerals is a part of the Weir Group, UK engages in sand, aggregates and oil sand markets, with an annual
revenue of £1.1 billion (2016). Crushers, grinders, screens, washer are a few of the products
Outotec is a Finland based company serving the metal and mining, energy, food and pharmaceutical, chemical
industries. The company has an annual revenue of €1.05 billion (2016)
FLSmidth is a Denmark based leading supplier to the global cement and minerals industries starting from engineering,
maintenance, support services. It manufactures crushers, grinders, conveyors etc. FLSmidth has a revenue of €2.44
billion (2016)
ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions AG, based in Germany and serves mining, construction, cement industries. Their
product range includes crushers and crushing plants, screens, feeders, conveyors and other material handling, mineral
processing and mining systems. ThyssenKrupp’s annual revenue was €39.2 billion in 2015-2016

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Global mining equipment manufacturers
North America
Company

Description
AAMCOR LLC is a US based original equipment manufacturer and equipment broker. Product range includes crusher,
dozers, trucks, forklifts etc.
Westpro Machinery, Inc is a US based company that manufactures and sells machinery worldwide. Product offering
includes agglomerators, attrition scrubbers, grinding mills, crushers besides other products
D'Angelo International, a US based company manufactures mining and mineral processing equipment. Product range
includes crushers, grinders, processors etc.
Superior Industries, Inc is a US based manufacturer of mining and construction equipment. Product line includes
crushers, screeners, washers, conveyors etc.
McCloskey International based in Canada manufactures crushers, impactors, vibrating screeners, feeders, stacking
conveyors, crushing spreads. The company serves the waste recycling, construction and demolition, aggregate, road
maintenance, landscape segments
Lippmann Milwaukee, Inc based in US builds crushers for aggregate, mining, recycling industry besides providing
engineering services
Atlas Copco AB, a Sweden based company, manufactures and sells mining and construction machinery worldwide.
Product range includes impact crushers, bucket crushers, vacuum solutions and related services. Atlas Copco has a
revenue of SEK101,356 million (2016)

Asia
Company

Description
SANYYO Complete Machinery Co., Ltd of Shanghai is a worldwide manufacturer and exporter of crushing machinery,
screeners, grinders, ball mills, conveyors and generators. The company's line of business includes the wholesale
distribution of industrial machinery and equipment

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Niche/Specialized product manufacturers
North America
Company

Description
Inception Mining, a US based company with an annual revenue of $5.95 million (2016), is engaged in the identification,
exploration, acquisition and development of mineral properties. Product line includes various crushers, conveyors etc.
IROCK Crushers, a US based company and manufactures portable crushing plants, screening equipment, and related
parts and products such as wear parts, wear liners, crusher bearing parts, and other crusher components
BM&M Screening Solutions, a Canada based company specializing in building high speed gyratory screens for dry bulk
material industries worldwide. Product range includes screening machines and chip feeders
McLanahan Corporation, based in US manufactures and services equipment for mineral processing, aggregate,
recycling, waste and agricultural industries. Bulk material handlers, crushers, samplers, scrubbers are few of the mineral
processing equipment
Gator machinery Co. Ltd, a US based company specializes in design, manufacture and sale of various mining,
environmental protection machinery. Product range includes crushers, feeders, screeners etc.

Europe
Company

Description
RUBBLE MASTER, an Austria based company engaged in the recycling, demolition, quarrying, mining sectors. The
company's line of business includes the manufacturing of heavy machinery and equipment
FAM, a Germany based company, manufactures materials handling products, mining systems, mineral processing,
loading systems, conveying systems and port technology. Product range includes crusher, excavator, stacker etc.
Hawk Group (consists of 9 companies) is a United Kingdom based company providing total solutions to mining,
agriculture, infrastructure, energy, waste recycling and other such industries. Crushers, screens, tractors are an integral
part of their product
Fives group, a France based company, designs and manufactures machines, process equipment and production lines for
the aluminium, aerospace, cement and minerals, energy sectors. Product range includes crusher, grinder, pyroprocessor
etc.

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Niche/Specialized product manufacturers
South America
Company

Description
DiFONT Equipos y Repuestos, a Chile based company offers mining equipment such as feeders, screeners, launderers,
arena crushers, cone crushers and conveyor belts etc.
Simplex Equipamentos Ltda, a Brazil based material handling Equipment manufacturer. Product range includes jaw
crushers, cone crushers, VSI, inclined screens, horizontal screens, dewatering screens, conveyors and sand washing
systems etc.
Bercam Indústria e Comércio Ltda., a Brazil based company that operates in the mining, construction, quarrying
industries. The company produces manufacturing and supplying equipment such as cone crushers, jaw crushers,
vibratory screeners, mobile crushers etc.

Asia
Company

Description
Wan Ming Machinery Industrial Co., Ltd, a Taiwan based company, manufactures crusher, recycler, breaker machine,
mixer machine, oil pressure cutter, grinding machine etc.
Shanghai Joyal Machinery Co based in China specializes in manufacturing industrial crushing & screening equipment,
grinding mills, mining equipment. The company serves mining, construction materials, chemicals, metallurgies,
transportation and similar industries

Africa
Company

Description
Trollope Mining Services, a South African based company operates in the civil and mining industry. The company
provides services including open-cast mining, crushing and screening, road construction and plant hire etc.

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Dealers and distributors
North America
Company

Description
ESPIC is a US based international mining parts distributor, distributing or exporting mining parts to companies worldwide. Specializes in drilling, mining and construction equipment
Breaker Technology is a Canada based company that manufactures and distributes mine, quarry, construction, and
demolition equipment. The company’s products include crushers, breakers, grapples, hydraulic pulverisers etc.
4Rivers Equipment is a US based company providing equipment for sale and rent and service and parts for the
residential, farm, and construction industries. The company offers crushers, trucks and other John Deere mining
products
Aggcorp Equipment Systems is a US based company that delivers solutions to the aggregate, mining, topsoil and
recycling industries. The company distributes crushers, screeners, conveyors alongside other products
Wajax Equipment is an equipment distributor in Canada in the mining, construction, agriculture industries. The
company distributes crushers, screeners, conveyors and has a revenue of $1.22 billion (2016)
Nationwide Equipment is a US based distributor that operates as an equipment exporter for the mining, construction
and marine industries. The company provides crushing & screening equipment, concrete equipment etc.

South America
Company

Description
Salinas y Fabres, Salfa is a Santiago, Chile based supplier of light vehicles, trucks, machinery, industrial engines, parts
and accessories. Crushers, excavators etc. are some of the products offered by the company
SK Comercial SA, part of Chile based company Sigdo Koppers sells machinery in the mining, construction, agriculture,
forestry, land and air transportation sectors
Comercializadora Minera del Norte SA de CV (Cominsa) is a Mexico based supplier of demolition equipment and
products, conveyor chains for industries such as mining, construction and quarrying etc.

Source: Company Websites
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Competitive Landscape: Dealers and distributors
Asia Pacific
Company

Description
OPS, headquartered in Jandakot, Australia provides professional equipment supply and back up service to the mining,
screening, crushing, washing, blockmaking, construction and earthmoving industries. Crushers and screeners are some
of the equipment they offer from Terex Finlay, Telestack and Banlaw brands
MOPM Group is the Australian agent for Appropriate Process Technologies (APT) who manufacture equipment for the
mining sector. RG 100 with crusher and rock crusher plants are some of the equipment they offer

Europe
Company

Description
Magotteaux (part of Sigdo Koppers, listed in Santiago, Chile), a Belgium based supplier of process optimization products
& services for high-abrasion extracting industries such as mining, cement etc. Crushers, crusher wear parts and dredging
parts are some of the products offered by the company

Africa
Company

Description
Kanu Equipment, based in Johannesburg, is a supplier of mining, earthmoving, agriculture, forestry and road
construction equipment. Finlay crushers and bell articulated dump trucks are some of the products offered
Africa International Group is a distributor of equipment catering the construction, mining, agriculture, recycling etc
industries across West Africa. Hydraulic breakers, crushers and compactors are some of the products offered

Source: Company Websites
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